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Third-Party Plaintiffs,

BRIGHT SKY CLEANING GROUP, INC. and
SERV MANAGEMENT GROUP, iNC.,

Thi rd-Parry Defendants.

MOTION OF THIRD-PARTY CONTRIBUTION DEFENDANTS. BRIGHT SKY
CLEANING GROUP. INC. AND SERV MANAGEME,N

JUDGMENT AGAINST THIRD-PARTY CONTRIBUTION PLAINTIFFS. SWIFT
TRANSPORTATION CO. OF ARIZ@

Third-Parry Contribution Defendants BRIGHT SKY CLEANING GROUP, INC. and SERV

MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC. move this honorable courl pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-1005(b) for summary

jr,rdgment on botl.r Third-Parry Contribution Complaints filed by SWIFT TRANSPORTATION CO. OF

ARIZONA, LLC arrd ROLLIN HILL (unsafe power washing services, negligent supervision and negligent

employee training of PIOTR KRYCA). Third-Party Contribution Plairitiffs have not factually shown

BRIGHT SKY CLEANING GROUP, INC. and/or SERV MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC"'s powerwashing



activities were unsafe, or that BRIGHT SKY CLEANINC GROUP, INC. and/or SERV MANAGEMENT

GROUP, INC.'s failure to train and supervise PIOTR KRYCA was a proximate cause of ROLLIN HILL

backing into PIOTR KRYCA with a Capacity yard hostler.

I.
THE PARTIES

The Plaintiff is PIOTRKRYCA (hereinafter"KRYCA"). On March 31,2009,KRYCA was a SERV

MANAGEMENT/BzuGHT SKY employee pedestrian hit within a Costco parking tot by a SWIFT

TRANSPORTATION CO. OF ARZONA, LLC Capacity yard hostler, driven by SWIFT

TRANSPORTATION CO. OF AzuZONA, LLC's er.nployee, ROLLIN HILL. A Capacity yard hostler is the

brand of a smalltruck used to move trailers short distances within freight terminals.

The Defendants/Third-Party Contribution Plaintiffs are SWIFT TRANSPORTATION CO. OF

ARIZONA, LLC (hereinafter "SWIFT") and its truck driver/employee ROLLIN HILL(hereinafter "HILL").

SWIFT is a trucking company.

TheT 40ILCS 100/2 Third-Parfy ContribLrtion Defendants are BRIGHT SKY CLEANING GROUP,

INC. (hereafter "BRIGHT SKY") and SERV MANAGEMENT, GROUP, INC. (hereafter "SERV

MANAGEMENT"), KRYCA's employers on the March 31,2009 accident date. BRIGHT SKY performs

truck power washing and SERV MANAGEMENT was the payroll company for BRIGHT SKY.

The 820 ILCS 305/5(b) intervening workers' compensation insurance carrier is EVEREST

NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY (hereinafter "EVEREST"). EVEREST provided workers'

compensation to SERV MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., BRIGHT SKY CLEANING GROUP, INC., and

KRYCA for the work injuries KRYCA sustained on March 31,2009.

il.
BACKGROUND

On March 31,2009, KRYCA was an ernployee of SERV MANAGEMENT, assigned to BRIGHT

SKY to power wash the interiors of SWIFT reefers at a Costco parking lot located at 3800 Division Street,

Morris, Illinois. On March 31, 2009, while working at the Costco parkir-rg lot, KRYCA was struck by a

backing Capacity yard hostler truck driven by HILL, a SWIFT employee.



Resu lting from this accident, KRYCA sustained dental and back injuries. For this accident, KRYCA

filed a workers' compensation action entitled Piotr Krycav. Bright Slry Cleaning Group, Inc.,Case No. 10

WC 2153, stillpending.

On March 9,2071, KRYCA filed an Amended Negligence Complaint against SWIFT and HILL,

alleging HILL and SWIFT backed into KRYCA while he was in front of a SWIFT reefer, injuring KRYCA.

(See Exhibit A).

On April 6,20L1, SWIFT answered the Amended Complaint. (See Exhibit B).

On July 8,2011, HILL answered the Amended Complaint. (See Exhibit C).

On February 2, 2012, SWIFT and HILL filed a Third-Party Contribution Complaint against

BRIGHT SKY. (See Exhibit D).

On May 20,2013, BRIGHT SKY filed an Amended Answer to the Third-Party Complaint. (See

Exhibit E).

On March 14,2012, SWIFT and HILL filed Amended Affirmative Defenses to Plaintiff s Amended

Cornplaint (See Exhibit F) and on March 14,2012, KRYCA answered these Amended Affinnative

Defenses. (See Exhibit G).

On January 17,2013, SWIFT and HILL filed their Third-Party Contribution Complaint against

SERV MANAGEMENT. (See Exhibit H).

On February 28,2013, SERV MANAGEMENT answered the Third-Parfy Complaint of HILL.

(Exhibit I).

On April 8, 2013, SERV MANAGEMENT answered the Third-Parry Complaint of SWIFT. (See

Exhibit J).

On April 19,2073, EVEREST filed its amended intervening workers' compensation subrogation

petition (See Exhibit K) on belialf of BRIGHT SKY and SERV MANAGEMENT.

III.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

On November 7,2011, KRYCA provided his discovery deposition. (See Exhibit L, Deposition of



Piotr Kryca). KRYCA testified that in 1988 he received a college diploma and a technical degree in

aeronautics in Mielce, Poland. (Id. at page 9). He had an Illinois driver's license. (Id. at page 50).

In November,2008, KRYCA started working for BRIGHT SKY. (1d at page l8). BzuGHT SKy,s

business included security, office cleaning, and truck washing. (Id. at page 19). KRyCA,s first

responsibilitiesincludedpayroll,warehouserepair,andtruckwashing. (Id.atpageslgand20).FoTBRIGHT

SKY, KRYCA washed trucks. At BRIGHT SKY, his supervisor was Peter Gomopoulos, the owner of

BRIGHT SKY. He was also trained by Nick Gomopoulos, Peter Gomopoulos' father. (Id. atpages 19 and

20). AtBzuGHT SKY, KRYCA received technical training in machines, trucks and howto operate the truck

washing machines. (Id. at pages 21-22).

One day per week (Tuesdays) KRYCA washed empty SWIFT reefer trailers at Costco's distribution

center. (ld. at page 26). The SWIFT tractor brought the trailers which KRYCA washed. (Id. at page 28).

KRYCA's job was to make sure everything was functioning well, write down ftrailer] numbers, and to pull

off the SWIFT sticker from the trailer front. Pulling off the sticker was notice to SWIFT's drivers that the

truck is finished and can be towed away. (Id. at page 26). KRYCA wrote down the number, pulled off the

green sticker and the tractor takes the trailer away. (ld. at page 28).

The accident happened around 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, March 31,2009. (Id. at page 30). It was

raining and cold. (Id.). At the Costco lot, KRYCA started at 8:00 a.m. (Id. at page 42). His co-workers were

Manuel Sandoval and Alberto Miranda. Manuel Sandoval and Alberto Miranda did not see the accident. The

orrly witnesses were HILL and KRYCA. (Id. at pages 31,46, and 47). Right before the March 31, 2009

accident, KRYCA told HILL, "You drive too fast. People work here. Be careful." (Id. at pages 32, 47, and

43). Prior to the accident, KRYCA was standing in front of a trailer to the side, taking a blue sticker off the

trailer's electrical outlet when he was hit by HILL's backing spotter truck. (1d. at pages 31,32,33, and37).

KRYCA did not know where the spotter came from because KRYCA wore a hood and had limited vision

(Id. at pages 30 and 39). SWIFT drivers were not employed by BRIGHT SKY. (/d. ar page 35).

Once a sticker is removed from a trailer, it is an indication to the SWIFT driver the trailer is ready

to go. (Id. at pages 41 and 62). BzuGHT SKY did not retain the stickers. (Id. atpage4l). The stickers were



2" x 6", with a small opening. (Id. at page 73). The SWIFT trailer stickers were affixed to the front of the

trailer's electrical connection ('pigtail,). (Id. at page 74).

On March 9,2012, SWIFT manager Nathan Webb was deposed (See Exhibit M, Deposition of

Nathan A. webb). webb did not witness the March 3r, 2009 accident.

In 2008, Webb started with SWIFT . (Id. at page 3 1). Webb did not know the policies that were in

effect between SWIFT and BRIGHT SKY for truck washing. (Id. at page 33). Webb was aware BRIGHT

SKY provided a weekly cleaning service and cleaned the interiors of SWIFT trailers. (Id. atpage 32). prior

to March,2009, Webb did not observe the BRIGHT SKY operation, nor BzuGHT SKy's interaction with

SWIFT employees. (Id. at page 34). Prior to March, 2009, Webb had no discussions about potential

problems with BRIGHT SKY. (Id. at page 34). There were no prior problems with BRIGHT SKy. (Id. at

pages 34 and 35). Before March 31,2009 Webb was not aware of any accidents at the Costc o yard. Id. at

page 42). Webb had no knowledge of any BRIGHT SKY/SWIFT accidents before his arrival. (Id. atpage

42). Prior to the March 31, 2009 accident, no Costco yard issues were reported to Webb (Id. atpage 7g).

Before March 31,2009, he was not aware of SWIFT's policies for truck washing. (Id. at pages 47-48).

Prior to March 31, 2009, at the Costco yard, for SWIFT drivers, SWIFT implemented the safety

slogan, "G.O.A.L." (get out and look) (Id. at page 50), Prior to March 37,2009 Webb did not remember

specific contact with BzuGHT SKY employees. (Id. at page 53). Webb was not aware of how SWIFT drivers

and BRIGHT SKY employees communicated. (Id. at page 57). Relative to the March 31, 2009 accident,

Webb first received a call from SWIFT employee, Mike Wood , (Id. atpage 58) and was told there had been

an accident. KRYCA got caught between the truck and the trailer. (Id. atpage60). Webb testified HILL said

HILL was backing up to a trailer when a man stepped in between the hostler truck and nose of the trailer. (Id.

at page 65). Webb did not recall any conversations where HiLL or Mike Wood told him KRYCA would not

leave the fi'ont of the trailers. (Id. at page 67).

On April 13,2012, SWIFT yard manager/driver Michael Wood was deposed. (See Exhibit N,

Deposition of Michael Wood). Wood started the Costco job in June, 2005, working the yard until July,

2010.(Id. atpage 19). BzuGHTSKYwasattheCostco lotonTuesdayspriortoMarch3l,2009. Woodwas



not aware of any prior accidents involving BRIGHT SKY employ ees. (Id. at page 49). There was no training

betureen SWIFT and BRIGHT SKY for the Costco job. (Id. atpage 43). For truck washing at Costco, on

Mondays, SWTFT would set up and space the trailers for BRIGHT SKY's Tuesday moming wash. (Id. at

page 56). At Costco, SWIFT used SWIFT's tags to indicate the trailer to be washe d. (Id. at pages 57-61).

SWIFT used blue tags for trailer washing and red tags for mechanical problems. (Id. atpage 62). SWIFT,s

hostler drivers were told to put a green tag on any trailer needing washing by BRIGHT SKy. 1d. atpages 62

and 63). SWIFT's green tags were placed by the SWIFT hostler driver on the electrical pigail connector on

the front of the SWIFT trailer. (Id. at page 62). Placing the green tag at this location indicated the trailer

needed to be washed. (Id. atpage 63). Before March, 2009, SWIFT relied on BRIGHT SKy's visualization

to see if a yard hostler was around. (Id. at page 65). BRIGHT SKY employees would remove the green tag

on tlre front of trailer to let SWIFT employees know the trailer was safe to be taken. (Id. at page 67).

Prior to March, 2009, Mike Wood had seen BzuGHT SKY employees in front of the trailers ready

to haul away- (ld. at page 68). However, Wood nevertold BRIGHT SKY employees to stay back. (Id.).prior

to the March 31,2009 accident, Wood recalled no written rules about how BRIGHT SKy employees were

to conduct their job at the Costco yard. (1d.). Wood had no problems communicating with BRIGHT SKy

employees. (Id. at page 70). Wood had no conversations with BzuGHT SKY where he told BzuGHT SKy

where SWIFT wanted BzuGHT SKY employees to work. (1d. atpage 76). Speed in trailer washing was not

a priority. (Id. at page 77). Prior to March, 2009, Wood had no safety concerns with BRIGHT SKy. /d. at

page 80)' Wood recalled no problems with BRIGHT SKY employees walking in front oftrailers in an unsafe

manner. (1d.). Wood never recalled any SWIFT driver complaining BRIGHT SKY employees were walking

in front oftrailers. (1d).

On Turesday, March 31, 2009 at 4:00 a.m., Mike Wood arrived at the Costco lot to make sure the

SWIFTtrailers were set up. (Id. at page 81). On March 31,2009, Wood recalled notelephone call from

HILL asking Mike Wood about BRIGHT SKY employees. (Id. atpage 84). Wood never instructed KRyCA

to stay away from the fi-ont of the trailers (Id.). Wood recalled no conversations with anyone from BRIGHT

SKY. (1d. at page 85). Prior to the accident, Wood was not aware BRIGHT SKY employees were walking



irr ft'ont of trailers. (Id. at page 88). It was the hostler driver's responsibility to back up to r-nake sure no one

was in the driver's path before backing up. (Id.). Wood recalled no conversations with HILL that HILL told

KRYCA to stay away from the fronts of any trailels. (Id. at pages 94 and 95). Prior to the March 31, 2009

accident, there were no written rules about how BRIGHT SKY and SWIFT were to do business at the Costco

yard. (Id. at pages 96 and 97). For the March 31,2009 accident, the only accident witnesses were KRYCA

and HILL. (ld. at page 103).

On October 10,2012, SWIFT driver HILL gave his second deposition. (Exhibit O, Deposition of

HILL). On March 31,2009, he was a SWIFT hostler driver. For the March 31,2009 accident, he was not

able to testify about the adequacy of training or supervision BRIGHT SKY provided to KRYC A. (Id. at page

9). HILL coLrld not testify to the sufficiency of safety procedures BRIGHT SKY provided KRYCA. (1d.).

For the March 31,2009 accident, he could not testifo whether any safety issues BRIGHT SKY considered

were related to his accident witlr KRYCA. (Id. at page 10). HILL had no knowledge that anyone from

BRIGHT SKY or SERV MANAGEMENT directed KRYCA to get between his backing hostler truck and

trailer. (Id.). Before the March 31, 2009 accident, he had no knowledge BRIGHT SKY or SERV

MANAGEMENT knew KRYCA was unfit, incompetent orthat BzuGHT SKY or SERV MANAGEMENT

knew KRYCA was not fit. (Id. at page 11; See also: Exhibit P, Affidavit of Peter Gomopoulos). BRIGHT

SKY did not direct HILL's daily activities. (1d). HILL had no personal knowledge of what BRIGHT SKY

did or did not do to cause the collision between his yard hostler and KRYCA . (Id. atpages 1 1, 12). HILL had

no knowledge BRIGHT SKY knew KRYCA acted carelessty while washing trailers. (Id. at page 12).

The SWIFT trailers washed by BRIGHT SKY were standard 53 foot trailers. (Id. at page 13). The

trailers placed at Costco were placed by SWIFT. (Id. at pages 13 and 16). BRIGHT SKY was to wash

SWIFT's reefers. SWIFT spaced the trailers in the parkin glot. (Id. at page 14). On the accident date, SWIFT

placed 5 reefers, east to west. All reefers were at the Costco lot to be loaded and unloaded with refrigerated

product (Id. at page 16) and then washed. (Id. at page 17). HILL set the reefers up to be washed out by

BRIGHT SKY (1d. at page i 8).

On March 31,2009, SWIFT used stickers for marking trailers. (ld. at page 19). The stickers were



red, blue and green; the green sticker meant that reefer was ready to be cleaned out. (1d.). SWIFT placed the

sticker on the pigtail of the front of the SWIFT reefer. (1d. at pages 19 and 28). On the accident date, there

were no blue or red tags on the reefers. (Id. at page 20). At SWIFT, HILL's superuisor was Mike Wood. On

Tuesday, March 37,2009,BRIGHT SKY was cleaning the reefers. HILL's job was to set up the dirry reefers

andtakethecleanonesback. (Id.atpage2l). SWIFTwasinchargeof placingthestickersonthepigtails

and SWIFT was in charge of removing the stickers from the pigtails. (Id. at page 22).

The green sticker is a signal used for SWIFT's purposes. (Id. atpage 28). Right before the accident,

HILL was preparing to pick-up a SWIFT reefer that had been washed. (Id. at page 33).

tv.
STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN THIRD-PARTY ACTIONS

SWIFT and HILL may file a third-parry complaint bringing in as a defendant a person not a parry

to tl-re action, who is or may be liable to him or her for all or part of plaintiff s claim against him or her.735

ILCS 512-406(b). In any third-party action, SWIFT and HILL must factually show the liability of BRIGHT

SKY and SERV MANAGEMENT runs to SWIFT andHILL.Id.

Under 735 ILCS 512-406(b), rr-rles of fact pleading which apply to KRYCA's Amended Complaint

apply with equal force to SWIFT and HILL's Third-Parry Complaint. This means SWIFT and HILL have

no right of recovery unless they factually establish BRIGHT SKY and SERV MANAGEMENT's liabiiity

in tort to SWIFT and HiLL through facts establisliing a negligence cause of action. ,See.' 740 ILCS 10012;

People y. Broclnnan, 143 Ill. 2d351,574 N.E.2d 626(1991).

A grant ofsurrmaryjudgment is appropriate ifthe pleadings, depositions, admissions, and affidavits

on file, liberally construed in favor ofthe nonmoving parfy, show that no genuine issue of material fact exists

and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. See: Helfers-Beitz v. Degleman,406

Ill. App. 3d, 264,939 N.E.2d 1087 (3'd Dist. 2010);735 ILCS 5/2-1005(c). Unsupported complaint

allegations do not create fact issues. Kimboroughv. Jewel Companies,g2Ill. App.3d 813,416 N.E.2d 328

(1" Dist. i981).

A defendant who moves for summary judgment may meet its initial burden of production in at least



two ways: (1) by affirmatively disproving the plaintiffs case by introducing evidence that, if uncontroverted,

would entitle the movant to judgment as a matter of law (traditionaltest) [citation], or (2) by establishing that

the nonmovant Iacks sufficient evidence to prove an essentialelement of the cause of action (Celotextest)

(See: Ricev.AAAAerostar, Inc.,294lll.App.3d 801,805,690N.E.2d 1067,1010 (1998),citing Celotex

Corp. v. Catrett, 411 U.S.37J ,323,106 S.Ct. 2548,2552,91L.8d.2d265,273 ( 1986); [citation])." _LV'illiams

v. Covenant Medical Center,316 Ill. App. 3d 682, 688-89, 737 N.E.2d 662, 668 (2000).

v.
ARGUMENT

BRIGHT SKY IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JI]DGMENT AS THIRD-PARTY
CONTRIBUTION PLAINTIFFS SWIFT AND HILL HAVE FAILED TO FACTUALLY

ESTABLISH THEIR CONTRTBUTION CLAIM AGAINST BRIGHT SKY

SWIFT and HILL'S third-parly contribution action against BRIGHT SKY are appropriate for

summary judgment because SWIFT and HILL have not factually established BzuGHT SKY'S liability in

tort,740ILCS 100/2. SWIFT and HILL have not established rnaterial facts supporting their "combined"

contribution claims of "negligent job site safetlr" and/or "negligent training and supervision". Helfers-Beitz

v. Deglentan, 406 lll. App. 3d 264,939 N,E.2d 1087 (3'd Dist. 2010).

SWIFT and HILL'S unsubstantiated third-parfy complaint allegations are not evidence. These

allegations are not supported by evidentiary facts explaining what occurred on March 31, 2009. See:

Kimborough v. Jewel Conrpanies,92lll. App. 3d 813,416 N.E.2d 328 (1't Dist. 1981); Exhibit D, 'tl8

fsummary judgment for defendant granted where plaintiff had no facts beyond complaint to attempt to raise

fact issues].

SWIFT's Third-Parfy Contribution Complaint against BRIGHT SKY alleges KRYCA was power

washing SWIFT's vehicles and that BRIGHT SKY had a dufy not injure KRYCA (Exhibit D, fl7). There is

no factual description of what power washing services were defective, that BzuGHT SKY knew the power

washing services were dangerous or how BRIGHT SKY's power washing services were a proximate cause

of KRYCA moving in front of an obviously dangerous backing yard hostler (Exhibit D, tls 4 and 8).

Without factual basis, allegations are made BRIGHT SKY did not consider safety issues and/or the

work place was not safe. Id. KRYCA never testified BRIGHT SKY's power washing activities were



dangerous. Right before the accident, the only complaint KRYCA made was to HILL, when KRYCA told

HILL to stop driving so fast (Exhibit L, pages 32,41, and 43). SWIFT representatives Webb and Wood never

testified that BRIGHT SKY's power washing activities were dangerous or that BRIGHT SKY did not

consider safety issues. (Exhibit M, page 34 and Exhibit N, page 80) Webb and Wood's testimony was they

never had problems with BRIGHT SKY. (Exhibit M, page 34 and ExhibitN, page 80). For example, Webb

said there were no prior problems with BzuGHT SKY (Exhibit M, pages 34,35,41 and 42). Wood did not

receive complaints from SWiFT drivers BRIGHT SKY employees were walking in front of trailers (Exhibit

N, pages 80-88). HILL did not offer any testirnony establishing BRIGHT SKY did not consider safety, that

KRYCA was not trained, or that BzuGHT SKY did any,thing to cause the collision between his yard hostler

and KRYCA (Exhibit O, pages 9, 10, l l and 12). Other than KRYCA, HILL was the only accident witness

and HILL offered no facts to establish BRIGHT SKY's power washing was improper, that BRIGHT SKY

did not consider safefy issues or BRIGHT SKY knew KRYCA to be untrained in power washing. In SWIFT

and HILL'S answers to BRIGHT SKY'S May 10,2012 Production Requests, on July 23,2012, SWIFT and

HILL admitted not possessing any documents (O-S) in suppoft of their contribution claim against BRIGHT

SKY. (See Group Exhibit Q).

SWIFT and HILL offer no facts showing when or how BRIGHT SKY failed to consider safety. (See

Exhibit D, '1TB). Additionally, SWIFT and HILL fail to allege and present evidence that BRIGHT SKY knew

or should have known of unsafe work conditions. Cochran v. George Sollitt Construction Company,358 Ill.

App. 3d 865,832N.E.2d 355,357 (1'' Dist. 2005). fSurnmaryjudgrnent granted, in part, on plaintiff s failure

to present evidence contractor knew or should have known of unsafe work site].

The only occurrence date alleged is March 31,2009. (Exhibit D, fl1).An occurrence happening on

the accident date is insufficient to show BRIGHT SKY and/or SERV MANAGEMENT knew or should have

known of safety issues, an unsafe job site of KRYCA's dangerous behavior. Van Horne v. Muller, I 85 Ill.

2d 299,705 N.E.2d 898 (1998). In SWIFT and HILL's Third-Party Complaint against BRIGHT SKY,

allegations are also made BRIGHT SKY failed to train and supervise KRYCA (Exhibit D, fls 2-8). Again,

to establish negligent training or supervision, the plaintiff must establish the employers' wrongful act, rather

10



tlran the employees. Id. at299. When BRIGHT SKY failed to consider KRYCA'S training is unknown. (See

Exhibit D, fl8).

Any claim for negligent training or supervision must allege facts that show: (1), the employer had

a duty to train and/or supervise the ernployee; (2), the employer negligently trained or supervised the

employee; (3), the employer knew or should have known the employee had a particular unfitness for the

position so as to create a danger to himself or third persons; (4), that such unfitness was known or should

have been known at the time the employee was working, and (5), the employee's unfitness proximately

causes the plaintifls injury. See: Helfers-Beitz v. Degelman,406Ill. App.3d 264,939 N.E.2d 1087, 1091

(3'd Dist. 2010). [Holding defense motion for summary judgment granted where plaintiff failed to present

facts that employer knew or should have known employee was unfit or required supervision].

SWIFT and HILL make no showing anything BRIGHT SKY did was a proximate cause of HILL

backing into KRYCA. Shank v. H.C. Fields, 373 lll. App. 3d 290, 869 N.E.2d 261 (4'h Dist. 2007).

Proximate cause has two components: (1) cause in fact and (2) legal cause. First Springfield Bank & Trust

v. Galmqn, I 88 Ill. 2d 252,251-58,720 N.E.2d 1068,1072 ( 1999). "Cause in fact" requires the plaintiff to

show that defendant's negligence was the actual cause of his injury; "but for the defendant's conduct, the

accident would not have occurred." McCrsw v. Cegielski,28l lfi. App. 3d 871,873,680 N.E.2d 394,396

(1996). "Cause in fact" is not enough to impose liability. There must also be "legalcause." "Legal cause"

can be established only if a defendant's acts are " 'so closely tied to the plaintiffs injury that he should be

held legally responsible for it,' " Simmons v. Garces, 198 lll. 2d 541, 558,163 N.E.2d 720,732 (2002),

quoting McCraw,28'7lll. App. 3d at873,680 N.E.2d 394.

For example, in Bermudez v. Martinez Trucking,343 Ill. App. 3d 25,796 N.E.2d 1074 (i't Dist.

2003), Bermudez asked owner David Martinez if Bermudez could learn long haul trucking through Martinez

Trucking. Martinez agreed and said Bermudez could train with Martinez's employee, Pedro Rodriguez. (1d.

at 1076). Through the next month, Bermudez trained with driving instructor Rodriguez. On June 27,1998,

Bermudez was then allowed to drive on I-88. Rodriguez, who accompanied Bermudez, then moved to the

back of the truck and Bermudez took the wheel. Bermudez after driving about 2.5 hours lost control of the

1t



truck and hit a highway barrier. Plaintiff did not recall accident facts. Rodriguez did not know what occurred

because at the time of the accident, Rodriguez was asleep in the back of the truck cab behind Bermudez.

Bermudez sued Martinez and Pedro Rodriguez for negligence claiming Rodriguez should have properly

trained Bennudez and Rodriguez should have stayed awake while Bennudez was driving' The Appellate

Court affirmed the defense directed verdict because Bermudez, a truck driving trainee, could not establish

how Bermundez's crash into a highway barrier was connected with the driving instructor Rodriguez falling

asleep in the truck's cab, which Rodriguez had done on previous occasions,

Here, SWIFT and HILL have not established with reasonable certainty anything BzuGHT SKY did

caused HILL to back into KRYCA or KRYCA was not cognizant of this ordinary hazard. (See Exhibit L,

pages 34, 41, and 43). The March 31,2009 Costco power washing protocol was set up by SWIFT. (See

Exhibit M, page 4l and Exhibit O, pages 13 and 18). SWIFT told BRIGHT SKY wlren and where to appear

to wash the reefers. HILL was a trained SWIFT employee driving a SWIFT yard hostler under SWIFT'S

direction. BzuGHT SKY did not direct HILL. (See Exhibit O, page l8). HILL lined up and the SWIFT

reefers to be washed. (See Exhibit O, page l8). The "sticker system" in place was SWIFT'S, not BzuGHT

SKY'S. (See Exhibit O, page 19). No complaints were made by anyone that BRIGHT SKY'S power

washing operation was hazardous. Here, the Third-Party allegations, with evidence, establish no material Iink

between HILL'S accident with KRYCA and BRIGHT SKY'S March 31,2009 power-washing activities at

the Costo parking lot.

WHEREFORE, BzuGHT SKY respectfully requests a summary judgment be entered in favor of

Third-Paffy Contribution Defendant BRIGHT SKY and against Third-Parry Contribution Plaintiffs SWIFT

and HILL.

\T.
ARGUMENT

SERV MANAGEMENT IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS THIITD-PARTY
CONTRIBUTION PLAINTIFFS SWIFT AND HILL HAVE FAILED TO FACTUALLY

ESTABLISH THEIR CONTRIBUTION CLAIM AGAII{ST SERV MANAGEMENT

For the reasons stated in ]ls I - V of BzuGHT SKY's Motion for Summary Judgment, SERV

MANAGEMENT also requests this court grant a Summary Judgment in favor of SERV MANAGEMENT.

12



On January 17,2013, SWIFT and HILL filed their Third-Parfy Contribution Cornplaint against

SERV MANAGEMENT. (See Exhibit H). SERV MANAGEMENT operated as the payroll company for

BRIGHT SKY. (See Exhibit P).

For the most paft, lTs 8(a)-(i) of the Third-Parfy Contribution Complaint make the same allegations

as those advanced by SWIFT and HiLL against BzuGHT SKY.

In part, at 'fl 8(i) of the Third-Parry Contribution Complaint, SWIFT and HILL allege SERV

MANAGEMENT breached a negligence duty because SERV MANAGEMENT failed to comply with

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (hereafter "OSFlA") regulations. OSFIA regulations do not

create a negligence cause of action. Although a violation of OSFIA regulations may be evidence of failure

to exercise due care, OSHA regulations do not create a duty of care. Dvorakv. Primus Corporation, 168 Ill.

App. 3d 625,522 N.E.2d 881 (2"d Dist. 1988) [Holding OSFIA regulations do not create cause of action];

Downs v. Steel and Crafr Builders, Inc.,358lll. App. 3d 201, 83 I N.E.2d 92 (2d Dist. 2005); Recio v. GR-

MHA Corporation,366lll. App.3d 48, 851 N.E.2d 106 (1" Dist.2006)[Holding a violation of OSHA

regulations may be evidence of failure to exercise due care; however, OSHA regulations do not create a duty

of care].

At fl 8(i), SWIFT and HiLL allege SERV MANAGEMENT had a duty not to injury KRYCA and

SERV MANAGEMENT then breached its 'duty' under 29 CFR 1910.132. No factual showing is made that

SERV MANAGEMENT is subject to OSHA regulations or how 29 CFR 190.132 applies to SERV

MANAGEMENT at the Costco parking lot.

Sirnilarly, there is no facts establishing SERV MANAGEMENT controlled the work at the Costco

parking lot. No facts are alleged KRYCA was injured from an occulrence that29 CFR 190.132 was designed

to protect or how KRYCA's being hit by HILL results from any violation of 29 CFR 190.132. No factual

slrowing is made in SWIFT and HILL's Third-Parry Contribution Complaint as to how 29 CFR 190.132

caused KRYCA's injury or how 29 CFR 190.132 applies to SERV MANAGEMENT.

OSI-lA violatioris can only be used as evidence of the standard of care and they are not material facts

supporling SWIFT and HILL's Third-Parfy Contribution Complaint. Finally, relative to the March 31,2009

accident, neither BRIGHT SKY nor SERV MANAGEMENT received OSHA warnings or citations. (See
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Exhibit P). Third-Party Contribution Plaintiffs have made no showing SERV MANAGEMENT did any,thing

to cause KRYCA to be hit by HiLL's yard hostler.

WHEREFORE, SERV MANAGEMENT respectfully requests a summaryjudgment be entered in

favor of Third-Party Contribution Defendant SERV MANAGEMENT and against Third-Par-ty Contribution

Plaintiffs SWIFT and HILL.

Respectfully Submitted,

LowellD. Snorf, iII
Attomey for lntervenor, EVEREST NATIONAL
INSURANCE COMPANY alslo SERV
MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC. and BRIGHT
SKY CLEANING GROUP,INC., and Third-Parly
Defendants, BRIGHT SKY CLEANING GROUP,
INC. and SERV MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC.

LAW OFFICES OF LOWELL D. SNORI" III
77 West Washington Street, Suite 703

Chicago, Illinois 60602
T.: (312) 726-8961
F.: (312) 726-8973
lsnorf@aol.com

By:
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